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Embark on a revolutionary leadership transformation
with Gilbert A. Ang'ana, an acclaimed leadership and
organizational behaviour scholar and the Founder and
CEO of Accent Leadership Group. As an award-winning
leadership coach, author, and consultant, Gilbert is not
just shaping the future of leadership culture in Africa; he's
redefining it on a global scale.

Considered a Leadership Culture Architect, Gilbert is on a
mission to revolutionize how leaders approach their
roles, fostering purposeful environments that drive
unparalleled engagement and productivity. His unique
concepts on "engagement and productivity," "purposeful
at heart," and "collaborative leadership" have
transformed our understanding of leadership dynamics
in the contemporary world.

Gilbert's influence extends globally, with captivating
keynote speeches and teachings that propel leaders into
action. Championing the innovative "Purposeful at
HEART" leadership approach, he emphasizes love, value,
and belief as the cornerstones of why anyone should be
led by you. His groundbreaking models and frameworks,
including "Purposeful Game," "Purposeful Circles (VBL
Self-Audits)," "LALI," and "Purposeful Triangle," have
achieved remarkable success, fostering high
engagement, well-being, and productivity in workplaces.

Recognized in the Top 200 Power List of Global
Leadership Voices in 2023 by leadershum.com, Gilbert is
not just a thought leader; he's a catalyst for positive
change. Beyond his professional accolades, he actively
contributes to his community through service in Rotary
International - District 9212, Kenya Faith Writers Network
(KFWN), Fearless Institute, and Leading Young.

As a mentor to many across Africa, Gilbert is not just a
leadership coach; he's a purposeful leader at heart.
Engaging with him means embarking on a transformative
journey towards leadership excellence. Connect with
Gilbert Ang'ana today to redefine your leadership culture
and narrative, unlocking your purposeful potential.
Explore his inspiring insights on his Podcast, YouTube, and
LinkedIn. Contact Gilbert via info@accentleadership.com
or visit www.accentleadershipgroup.com to commence
your leadership transformation journey.
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Service Offering

Gilbert is a professional certified coach by
ICF. His aim is to partner with clients on a
one-on-one and enterprise basis in a
creative process that inspires them to
maximize their personal and professional
potential, working through real-life
challenges.

He may also act as a sounding board for
new ideas and approaches to leadership.
His coaching programs are suited for
individuals and groups.

Professional 
Coaching

If You want an even higher impact for
your team, training and workshops are a
great way to go. Gilbert teaches teams
and organizations a range of Leadership
and Culture themes, enabling leaders to
build highly engaged and productive
teams,

Programs range from three-hour weekly
online masterminds to half-day primers
and three-day intensive, including offsite
at places.

Training/Workshops

Keynote Speaking/Forums

Gilbert seamlessly combines real-world
examples, practical strategies, and a deep
understanding of human behaviour to shed
light on the intricacies of effective
leadership and organizational dynamics.

He not only shares inspiring stories from his
own journey but also draws on extensive
research and case studies to deliver content
that is both compelling and applicable.
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P. O. Box 53372-00200, Nairobi

Cellphone: +254743990422

Email: info@accentleadershipgroup.com 

www.accentleadershipgroup.com 

Nairobi, Kenya

Let’s Connect
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